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Abstract

Objective—High dose IL-2 (HDIL-2) is associated with complete and durable responses in only 5–10% of patients with stage IV melanoma and the toxicity profile is significant. In vivo human models have recently demonstrated a stimulatory effect of exogenous IL-2 on both the Th17 and regulatory T cell (TREG) compartments. We investigated and compared the effect of HDIL-2 on the Th17 and TREG compartments in HDIL-2 responders versus non-responders.

Methods—High-dose IL-2 (HDIL-2) was administered at a dose of 720,000 IU/kg to patients with melanoma (n=6) and peripheral blood was collected at baseline and at 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours during treatment. PBMCs were isolated and underwent intracellular cytokine and extracellular receptor staining for flow cytometry.

Results—5 of 6 patients clinically progressed on HDIL-2 therapy, and these patients demonstrated an increase in the frequency of regulatory T cells on day 4 of treatment. A single patient responded to HDIL-2 therapy and demonstrated a decrease in the frequency of TREG cells on day 4 of treatment. We found that HDIL-2 resulted in a larger increase in the frequency of IFNγ+Th17 cells in the responder when compared to all non-responders. As such, all non-responders demonstrated a negative IFNγ+Th17:TREG ratio, whereas the complete responder demonstrated a positive IFNγ+Th17:TREG ratio.

Conclusion—Our results suggest a distinct immunophenotype may be associated with response to HDIL-2. The peripheral Th17:TREG ratio may serve as an early biomarker in the setting of HDIL-2 to help identify those patients who would benefit from subsequent cycles.
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Introduction

Melanoma is a highly immunogenic tumor capable of inducing adaptive immunity[1]. As such, treatments have focused on immunomodulation as a means of inducing an anti-tumor response. High-dose IL-2 (HDIL-2) is the longest used immunotherapy for advanced stage melanoma. While HDIL-2 is associated with significant toxicity, it induces complete and durable responses in 5–10% of patients – a feature unique to HDIL-2 [2]. However, the mechanisms of HDIL-2 success and failure are poorly understood, and there is a paucity of data detailing the immunophenotypic and functional changes that occur during this treatment regimen. As such, reliable biomarkers predictive of response are lacking, and many patients experience the medication-associated toxicities without oncologic benefit.

Recent advancements in cancer immunotherapy have focused largely on the activation and function of CD8+ cytotoxic T cells (CTLs). However, CD4+ effector T cells are also able to directly induce tumor cell death [3]. While much emphasis has been placed on IFNγ-secreting Th1 cells, a more recently identified subset of effector CD4+ T cells, Th17 cells, have demonstrated potent antitumor effects in both in vitro and in vivo models [3–7]. It is important to note that the role of Th17 cells in tumorigenesis remains controversial, with studies demonstrating pro-tumorigenic qualities of both endogenous and exogenously administered IL-17, particularly in the setting of immunodeficiency [8–10]. It appears the effect of IL-17 on tumor growth is highly influenced by environmental factors, and the effect of Th17 cells in an in vivo human model of cancer warrants specific investigation. Prior studies have identified soluble IL-2 as an important regulator of both the Th17 and regulatory T cell (T\text{REG}) compartments; and we have recently shown that in vivo IL-2 increases Th17 cells in patients with advanced stage melanoma (Diller et al. unpublished data; manuscript under review). Here, we further interrogated the impact of HDIL-2 on the balance between Th17 and regulatory T cells in HDIL-2 non-responders vs. a patient exhibiting complete oncologic response.

Methods

Patient enrollment and sample collection

All patients undergoing HDIL-2 therapy at Emory University Hospital were enrolled in an IRB-approved protocol (IRB 46593) after informed consent was obtained (n=6). Of the 6 patients treated, 1 patient demonstrated a complete radiographic response to therapy, ongoing stable for 14 months. Patients were treatment naïve with regards to anti-PD-1 and anti-CTLA4 therapy with the average age of non-responders vs. responder 54 years-old vs. 68 years-old, respectively (Table 1). HDIL-2 (aldesleukin; Promethus, San Diego CA) was administered as an IV infusion over 15 minutes at a dose of 720,000 IU/kg every 8 hours and continued for a maximum of 5 days. Peripheral blood was collected in BD Vacutainer tubes containing 0.1 M sodium heparin. Samples were collected pretreatment and every 24 hours for the duration of HDIL-2 therapy. PBMCs were purified from peripheral blood samples via density gradient centrifugation (cell preparation tubes, BD Pharmingen) within 12 hours of sample collection and cryopreserved at −80 degrees C for future intracellular
and extracellular staining and analysis via flow cytometry. All experiments performed for this study were completed within 30 days of PBMC purification.

**Ex vivo frequency and phenotype analysis of isolated PBMCs**

Extracellular flow cytometry staining was performed on PBMCs using the following fluorophore-labeled antibodies: CD3-Alexa700 (Biolegend), CD14/CD20-PacOrange (Invitrogen), CD8-APC-Cy7 (BD pharmpingen), CD4-Pac Blue (Biolegend), CD45RA-Qdot655 (Invitrogen), CCR7-PECy7 (Biolegend). For FoxP3 staining, cells were stained using the FoxP3 staining kit (eBioscience) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Frequencies of cell populations and co-signalling molecule expression were determined by flow cytometry. The flow cytometer was calibrated daily using Cytometer Setup and Tracking (CS&T) beads (BD pharmpingen). Mid-range beads were utilized and photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltages adjusted prior to analyzing each experiment. Data were analyzed using FlowJo software (TreeStar, San Carlos, CA).

**Ex vivo intracellular cytokine staining**

For determination of ex vivo cytokine production, PBMCs were suspended in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 1% L-glutamine (200mM), 1% penicillin/streptomycin (100x), 1% hepes (1M), 1% 2-ME (14.3M) (R10). 1 × 10⁶ PBMCs were placed in a 96 well plate and stimulated for 4 hours at 37 degrees C with a mixture of PMA (Sigma) and ionomycin (Sigma) at a concentration of 1 μg/mL each. Brefeldin A (GolgiPlug, BD Biosciences) was added to cells after 1 hour of stimulation at a concentration of 1 μg/mL. Intracellular staining was performed after fixation and permeabilization according to manufacturer’s instructions (BD Biosciences) utilizing fluorophore-labeled antibodies to IFNγ-APC, IL-2-PE, IL-17-FITC (all Biolegend). Cytokine production was determined via flow cytometry and analyzed using FlowJo software. Unstimulated (US) samples measured at the baseline timepoint were utilized as negative controls and were prepared and analyzed in the same manner listed above without the addition of PMA/ionomycin (average frequency of IL-17⁺CD4⁺ T cells =0.1% unstimulated vs. 0.8% stimulated; average frequency of IFNγ⁺CD4⁺ T cells=3% unstimulated vs. 35% stimulated).

**Statistics**

Statistical analysis was performed using 2-tailed paired Student’s t tests and linear regression models with Prism 5.0 (GraphPad) software. P values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

IL-2 induced expansion of T<sub>REG</sub> during HDIL-2 therapy has been implicated as a potential mechanism of treatment failure [11]. We interrogated changes within the CD25⁺FoxP3⁺CD4⁺ T cell compartment over the course of HDIL-2 therapy in two patient populations: those who responded to treatment (CR, n=1) and those who did not (NR, n=5). Flow cytometric analyses were performed on days 0 and 4 of HDIL-2 therapy. 5 of 6 patients failed HDIL-2 therapy and demonstrated an increase in T<sub>REG</sub> frequency following
treatment (4% on day 0 +/− 1% to 14 +/− 6% on day 4, p=0.06; Fig. 1B–C). Interestingly, only the complete responder demonstrated a decrease in T_{REG} frequency (9% on day 0 to 7% on day 4; Figure 1B–C).

Seminal studies have demonstrated potent yet opposing effects of IL-2 on the regulatory and Th17 cell compartments, whereby IL-2 stimulates T_{REG} growth and development and inhibits Th17 expansion[12]. We previously reported that in vivo IL-2 increased Th17 cells in patients with melanoma and that this was closely associated with changes in the T_{REG} compartment (Diller et al. unpublished data; manuscript under review). As Th17 cells have been shown to induce an anti-tumor response [3, 4], we hypothesized that the ratio between Th17 and regulatory T cells may be associated with clinical response to HDIL-2. To investigate this further, we divided the change in frequency of Th17 cells by T_{REG} cells. While all non-responders demonstrated a negative Th17:T_{REG} ratio, the complete responder (CR) uniquely demonstrated a positive Th17:T_{REG} ratio (Figure 1E).

Mouse models of B16 melanoma have shown that Th17-mediated tumor destruction is critically dependent on IFNγ rather than IL-17 secretion [4]. We therefore sought to investigate IFNγ production by Th17 cells in the setting of HDIL-2 in a complete responder and all non-responders. We found that HDIL-2 treatment increased the frequency of IFNγ-producers within the Th17 compartment on day 4 of therapy in 4 of 5 patients (Fig. 1G–H). Importantly, the complete responder demonstrated a much larger fold increase in the frequency of IFNγ^{+}Th17 cells when compared to all non-responders (16% complete responder vs. 1.6% ± 1% non-responders; Figure 1I). It is important to note that fold change in the frequency of IFNγ^{+}Th17 cells is reported relative to fold change in the frequency of CD4^{+} T cells. Fold change within the CD4^{+} T cell compartment was minimal (1% complete responder vs. 1.4% ± 0.1% non-responders; data not shown); therefore changes seen within the IFNγ^{+}Th17 cell population is unlikely secondary to changes within the gross CD4^{+} T cell compartment. Changes in frequency of IFNγ^{+}Th17 cells inversely correlated with changes in T_{REG} frequency (p = 0.04, Figure 1J). Similar to the ratio of Th17:T_{REG} cells, all non-responders demonstrated a negative IFNγ^{+}Th17:T_{REG} ratio, whereas the complete responder demonstrated a positive IFNγ^{+}Th17:T_{REG} ratio (Figure 1K).

**Discussion**

The mechanisms behind HDIL-2 success and failure are poorly understood: however, the stimulatory effect of HDIL-2 on the T_{REG} compartment has served as a potential explanation of HDIL-2 failure [11]. While our cohort of patients was small, one patient demonstrated a complete and durable response to HDIL-2, and this response was associated with a distinct immunophenotype detected early in the course of therapy. Our findings showed that response to treatment was associated with a high Th17:T_{REG} ratio and more specifically a positive IFNγ^{+}Th17:T_{REG} ratio. Emerging evidence now identifies CD4^{+} T cells as active participants during tumor rejection. CD4^{+} T cells are capable of eliminating tumors that are resistant to CD8-mediated rejection [3], and Th17 cells specifically demonstrate a superior anti-tumor response when compared to Th1 cells [4].
As the number of oncologic therapies available continues to increase, it becomes imperative that biomarkers to help categorize patients into specific treatment arms be identified. Early lymphocytosis, vitiligo, and metastases limited to subcutaneous or cutaneous sites have been associated with an antitumor response secondary to HDIL-2, however these parameters fail to accurately predict response in a large proportion of patients [13]. Additionally, while tissue immunohistochemistry (IHC) is a validated method for characterizing patterns of protein expression, proteins identified as biomarkers predictive of response to treatment (i.e. tumor PDL-1 expression as predictive of response to PD-1 blockade) [14, 15], do not function as clear cut inclusionary or exclusionary predictors [16]. Furthermore, these assays require tissue samples for analysis. Monitoring the ratios between T cell compartments within the peripheral blood has the benefit of easy sample collection and makes use of simple laboratory procedures, potentially serving as a valuable adjunct to currently utilized prognostic models.

Here, we show that a positive IFNγ+Th17:TREG ratio may serve as a biomarker in the setting of HDIL-2. As mentioned above, IFNγ-secreting Th17 cells have received recent notoriety for their anti-tumor effects [4]. Interestingly, IFNγ itself has both anti- and pro-tumorigenic functions, and its ultimate action depends on a multitude of host factors including tumor profile, microenvironment, and signal strength [17]. In vitro studies have demonstrated that IFNγ combined with IL-2 favors cytotoxic T cell proliferation and promotes a pro-inflammatory phenotype [18, 19]. These data further support the idea that measurement of peripheral IFNγ+Th17:TREG ratios could be used as a meaningful biomarker in the setting of HDIL-2.

Because all patients increased Th17 cells with HDIL-2 therapy, the high Th17:TREG ratio observed on day 4 of treatment in the complete responder was likely intensified by this patient’s accompanying decrease in TREG frequency. As stated above, the stimulatory effect of IL-2 on the TREG compartment is well-documented [11, 20]; therefore it is curious that any patient would demonstrate a decrease in either the frequency or total number of regulatory T cells. It is interesting to note that the complete responder demonstrated a decrease in both IL-2+CD4+ and IL-2+CD8+ T cells during the course of HDIL-2 therapy, and this decrease was larger than similar trends observed in other patients (data not shown). Because TREG development relies heavily on paracrine IL-2 signaling [21], the decrease in the number of neighboring IL-2-secreting T cells observed in the complete responder may have disrupted efficient TREG development.

While flow cytometry allows for rapid, multi-parameter phenotypic and functional analyses of individual cells [22], data is interpreted via hierarchical gating analysis and the boundaries between cell populations are not always easy to define. This allows for an element of subjectivity in gating strategies and in the subsequent interpretation of results. Use of controls such as an isotype control and/or fluorescence minus one (FMO) aid in identification of positive cell staining and minimize interpretive subjectivity. Unfortunately, due to patient lymphopenia, there were insufficient cell numbers to perform an FMO. Therefore, each patient served as their own control with an unstimulated ICCS performed as a negative control. Furthermore, in this study a single individual specially trained to operate
a flow cytometer performed all experiments and analyzed all data, helping to minimize intra-operator variability.

An additional limitation worthy of discussion is the small sample size. While HDIL-2 continues to be used in oncologic practice today, there are only a few centers in the country equipped to manage this treatment regimen. Furthermore, few patients are candidates for HDIL-2 given its significant toxicity profile. Identification of those patients who are most likely to benefit from HDIL-2 may therefore afford its focused application in this patient population.

In summary, we show that complete response to HDIL-2 treatment was associated with a large increase in the frequency of IFN$\gamma^+$Th17 cells and a decrease in T$_{REG}$ frequency. An early shift towards an inflammatory CD4$^+$ T cell phenotype may help predict response to HDIL-2. Measurement of peripheral IFN$\gamma^+$Th17:T$_{REG}$ ratios early in the course of treatment may identify those patients who would benefit from additional cycles of HDIL-2.
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Figure 1. Complete response is associated with a decrease in the frequency of CD25^+FoxP3^+CD4^+ T cells (T\textsubscript{REG}) and an increase in IFN\textgamma- secreting Th17 cells on day 4 of HDIL-2 therapy.

A. Representative flow plots demonstrate gating strategy for lymphocytes (left), CD3^+ T cells (middle), and CD4^+ T cells (right).

B. Representative flow plots demonstrate changes in T\textsubscript{REG} frequency in a complete responder (CR, red) and a non-responder (NR, black).

C. Summary data for all patients demonstrates change in frequency of T\textsubscript{REG} cells (ns).

D. Representative flow plot demonstrates gating strategy for IL-17^+CD4^+ (Th17) cells. The control plots (left) represent unstimulated staining and served as the negative control for the patient shown.

E. HDIL-2 resulted in a positive Th17:T\textsubscript{REG} ratio on day 4 of therapy in a complete responder and a negative Th17:T\textsubscript{REG} ratio in all non-responders.

F. (bottom) demonstrate gating strategy for IFN\textgamma- secreting T cells. The control plots (left) represent unstimulated staining and served as the negative control for the patients shown.

G. Representative flow plots demonstrate changes in IFN\textgamma expression on Th17 cells.

H. Summary data for all patients demonstrates change in the frequency of IFN\textgamma^+Th17 cells.
(ns). I. The complete responder demonstrates a larger increase in the frequency of IFN$\gamma$+Th17 cells on day 4 of HDIL-2. J. Change in frequency of T$_{REG}$ cells inversely correlates with frequency of IFN$\gamma$+Th17 cells ($p = 0.04$). K. HDIL-2 resulted in a positive IFN$\gamma$+Th17:T$_{REG}$ ratio on day 4 of therapy in a complete responder and a negative IFN$\gamma$+Th17:T$_{REG}$ ratio in non-responders.
Table 1

Patient characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient identification number</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>BRAF V600E mutation</th>
<th>Prior treatment with IFN</th>
<th>LDH</th>
<th>M category</th>
<th>CNS metastases</th>
<th>ECOG PS</th>
<th>HDIL-2 administered</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>M1a</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Two cycles</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>M1c</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>One cycle</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>M1a</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Two cycles</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>M1a</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Two cycles</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>M1c</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>One course + two cycles</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>M1a</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>One course + two cycles</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LDH, normal lactate dehydrogenase = 140–280 U/I; M category: M1a, metastasis to skin, subcutaneous tissue, or lymph nodes with a normal LDH level; M1c, metastasis to any other organs or distant spread to any site along with an elevated LDH level; Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) Performance Status (PS): PS 0, fully active; PS 1, restricted in physically strenuous activity; PS 2, ambulatory and capable of all self-care; PS 3, capable of only limited self-care; PS 4, completely disabled; PS 5, dead; one cycle of HDIL-2, 5 days of treatment; one course of HDIL-2, two cycles of treatment with 9 days of rest between cycles.

CNS, central nervous system; CR, complete responder; HDIL-2, high-dose IL-2; IFN, interferon; NR, nonresponder.